ABSTRACT
INDRODUCTION
Cost optimal design of the most of distribution and servicing systems consists in decisions on number and locations of facilities, from which demands of customers are satisfied. Such public or private servicing system is designed when some limits connected with the particular facilities emerge [4] . These constraints follow from the limited ability of the facilities to satisfy demands of customers. In spite of the fact that capacity of a facility is very vague value, the capacities of the located facilities bring serious complications concerning solving technique, which may be used to solve real-sized facility location problems.
In contrast to uncapacitated facility location problem, which can be solved exactly for real-sized instances containing hundreds of possible locations and thousands of customers, the capacitated location problem resists to all attempts to solve it exactly in a reasonable time. To avoid this complication and to obtain good solution of the capacitated facility location problem in a sensible time, we employ a fuzzy approach to handle the capacity limits and utilize an algorithm based on Erlenkotter's approach [1] . This approach relaxes the capacity constraints making use of a penalty function derived from membership functions describing customer clusters for individual facility locations.
The aim of this article is to design the distribution system in vagueness conditions, when the input capacities of the facilities are vague. When solving this task we will use fuzzy logic with the theorem that the task can be solved for deterministically stated data.
SOLVING METHOD

Mathematical model of problem
The capacitated facility location problem can be modelled mathematically as follows: for i∈ I (4)
for i∈ I, j∈ J
Mathematical programming approach to the capacitated facility location problem assumes that goods distribution is performed from a primary source via warehouses to the particular customers. The number and positions of the warehouses, which will be called facilities in this paper, should be determined so that the total yearly cost for both located facilities and customer demand satisfaction is minimal.
The problem is described by a finite set of possible facility locations and a finite set of the customers, demands of which should be satisfied. Following costs and charges are connected to particular elements of these sets and to their relations.
A fixed charge for location of a facility at possible location i is denoted by f i . This fixed charge includes all ISSN 1335-8243 (print) © 2011 FEI TUKE ISSN 1338-3957 (online) www.aei.tuke.sk www.versita.com/aei costs connected with keeping this facility at the location for a given planning period, say one year. This charge does not include items, size of which depends on amount of demands, which are satisfied via this location. The cost of j-th customer yearly demand satisfaction via facility located at place i is denoted by coefficient c ij . This coefficient includes all transportation costs for goods transport from the primary source to the facility location, from this location to the customer and manipulating cost in the facility.
It is presumed that a facility may be placed only at some place from finite set I of possible locations. To model the decision on placing or not placing a facility at location i, variable y i ∈ {0,1} is introduced for each location i from set I.
Let us denote by J the set of all customers where each customer j should be supplied by yearly amount of goods b j . To be able to express that a customer belong to a given facility location and that he is supplied via this location, another set of zero-one variables is established.
Variable z ij models a decision on assigning or not assigning customer j to facility location i.
Let us consider that a i denotes the capacity of a facility located at i, then the complete model of the cost minimal capacitated facility location problem can be formed as (1) - (5) .
In this model, constraints (2) ensure that each customer demand is satisfied from exactly one facility location and constraints (3) enforce the placement of a facility at location i whenever a customer is assigned to this facility location. Constraints (4) ensure that the total demand satisfied via facility location i does not exceed given capacity a i , i∈ I.
Approach with exceeding of given capacities
Having omitted or relaxed constraints (4), the resulting problem (1) − (3), (5) is known as the uncapacitated facility location problem [2] and it can be effectively solved making use of implementation of the branch and bound method with Erlenkotter's lower bounding [1] . In our computation we use the BBDual algorithm for which it was shown that this approach is able to manage large size problems of practice [7] , [8] . The large practical problem (1) − (5) integrality property of variables y i and z ij for i ∈ I, j∈ J and so it constitutes very hard problem for exact solving, when real-sized instance of problem is considered.
At this point we will sketch a possible approach to solving capacitated location problem:
By a simple relaxation or omitting the constraints (4) it is possible to simplify the model of capacitated location problem (1) − (5) to an ordinary uncapacitated location problem. Using the algorithm BBDual we get a solution, whose value of the objective function gives the first rough calculation of a lower bound of a solution of problem. By increasing the lower bound it is possible to search the unknown value of an objective function of the optimal solution of problem (1) − (5), which affects the quality of the final solution.
One of options of getting the lower bound is Lagrangean relaxation of the constraints (4). Its principle is to introduce nonnegative multipliers u i , i∈ I into the objective function and transforming the problem into uncapacitated location problem with different objective function [9] change as stated below:
z ij ≤ y i for i∈ I, j∈ J (8)
Gradually we choose values of multipliers with purpose to maximize the lower bound. Usability of this technique is in general stated and proved in [7] . One of possible approaches to choosing the Lagrangean multipliers is, for example sub-gradient method. Other, more effective methods are described in publications [3] , [9] . For the purpose of this article, sub-gradient method is sufficient; because it shows the possibility of solving the problem (1) − (5) for certain special input data.
Sub-gradient method is iterational method for subsequent modification of the values of multipliers vector u with the aim to maximize the lower bound of optimal solution of abovementioned problem. The procedure consists of solving the changed location problem by exact BBDual algorithm.
Let us label by F(u k ) the calculated value of objective function (6) for the k-th iteration of vector u labeled u k . Assuming that, the denoted by transition from vector u k to the following u k+1 is realised in the direction of vector with an acute angle to the direction of greatest increase function F, i.e. in the direction of the gradient of the function near u k . Gradient of function F labelled grad is a vector, whose components are partial derivatives of function F(u) by all components of vector u.
The algorithm of the method begins at initial not negative value of vector u 0 , chosen in advance, usually u 0 = 0. Then, value of each new vector u is:
, where for i∈I, k = 0, 1, 2,….
Parameter α is chosen from interval [α min , α max ], where α min is a minimal value chosen in advance and α max = The algorithm itself can be described as follows: -Input values:
-Algoritmus sub-gradient method:
Solve the problem (6) − (9) using algorithm BBDual, calculate F(u k );
, for i∈I,
3. Calculate u k+1 using (10) and change the coefficients of the objective function (6) . Solve the problem (6) − (9) using algorithm BBDual, compute F(u k+1 );
, then return to step 3, otherwise finish;
) > ε, then return to step 2, otherwise finish.
-Output values:
The last calculated
) as a value of lower bound of the solution and u k+1 as a value of the multiplier vector.
Then, we have found out whether the optimization problem with the chosen facilities has a non-empty set of feasible solutions. To improve the quality of the final solution, obtained using Langragean relaxation, a heuristic method was designed, which removed or corrected infeasibility of the solution. When designing the method, an additional condition was stated to improve the compactness of groups of customers assigned to chosen facilities [3] , [6] .
The described technique shows that capacitated location problem can be solved for deterministic input data. In the following chapter possible fuzzy approach to the solution of abovementioned in vagueness conditions will be shown.
Fuzzy approach in vague conditions
The input capacities of the facilities a i for i∈ I are vague. They represent the serving ability of facilities for a period set in advance. This information is unknown in the time of designing the service system and in reality it has unstable varying values. The possibility of using fuzzy logic is shown in [5] , [10] , [11] , [13] .
Let us approximate the volumes of capacities a i , i∈ I by a fuzzy set and describe it by a membership function, that represents the ratio in which a real value can be a part of this fuzzy set.
Let us introduce a fuzzy set of values approximately less than a crisp values a labelled ≤ a and describe it by membership function µ ≤ a (x) for x∈ R. Unknown, unsure real value will be approximated by the fuzzy set ≤ a. Level of satisfaction in which a real value x belong to fuzzy set ≤ a, corresponds to a value of membership function µ ≤.a (x). It has values from interval [0, 1] like this:
and the graph of piecewise linear function µ ≤ a (x) is illustrated below :
For the problem (1) - (5), let us assume, that we are able to determine approximately real service ability of facilities for certain time, represented by the capacities of individual facilities a i , i∈ I. To continue, let us assume, that we know approximate increases p i , i∈ I of this volumes, when the service ability of these facilities, defined by capacities a i +p i , i∈ I is beyond the possibilities of the facilities. The values a i and a i +p i , i∈ I will be crisp values for introducing the fuzzy sets of values approximately less than crisp value a i with a toleration p i labelled ≤ a i for every i∈ I.
Level of belonging of a real value a i * into fuzzy set ≤ a i is represented by a value of a membership function µ ≤ ai (a i *) for i∈ I with values from interval [0, 1] and can be defined as:
where the graph of the function of belonging is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Then, we can define µ -1 (1) - (5) for capacities at the level h we will be indicated as the solution, that satisfies the capacity conditions (4) with the level of satisfaction over or equal h. When the input data of the designed system is unsure, the value of the objective function is unsure, too. According to the minimization problem it will be approximated by a fuzzy set of "sufficiently small" values of the objective function. How we can obtain the crisp values that describe this fuzzy set?
The problem (1) - (5) Let us denote by the value F* of the objective function F(y*, z*), where (y*, z*) is the solution of problem (1) - (5) for the capacities a i *, i∈ I. The unknown value F* belong to the fuzzy set of "sufficiently small" values of the objective function labelled ≥ F with the level of satisfaction defined by the value of the membership function µ ≥ F (F*) defined as:
where the graph of the function is illustrated in Fig. 3 . Then, we can define µ -1
and they represent the value of the objective function when the capacities are a i (h) = h.a i +( 1 -h ).(a i +p i ), i∈ I on the level of satisfaction h. The aim is to find the vector of variables (y*, z*) as solution of problem (1) - (5) to get the lowest possible value of the objective function with the highest possible level of satisfaction and the capacity conditions satisfied.
With this aim, we transform the problem of linear programming problem (1) - (5) with model: (3), (5) with the purpose to find acceptable h*, that maximizes the level of satisfaction of the original solution of problem (1) - (5) . The expression h.F min + ( 1 -h ) .F max is, however nonlinear in variables y, z and h, but linear for defined, selected h. On this principle, the iterational method Tanaka -Asai [12] is based. It uses the way of solving the linear problem with model: (3), (5) for chosen h 0 , continually increasing h by given ∆h > 0. If a feasible solution exists on the level h, then we repeat the solution of problem with h increased by ∆h. In other case, the iteration process finishes. The level h* and the level of satisfaction of the last step solution is also the definitive solution of the described technique.
Using the described method, it is possible to find the acceptable level of satisfaction of the solution of problem (1) - (5), but it does not guarantee that it will be an optimal value as well. The problem is, how to choose the suitable value of h 0 and ∆h. For example, for h 0 = 0.1 and ∆h = 0.01 we get an acceptable solution for all h < 0.48. Thus, h* = 0.47. If we choose h 0 = 0.1 and ∆h = 0.05, then we can get an unacceptable solution when h = 0.55. The level of satisfaction will be h* = 0.5 and it is a higher value than h* = 0.47.
In this article we will use another possible application of Tanaka -Asai method. It is a heuristic method, based on solving the crisp problem (1) - (5) , then a i * is the capacity of the i-th facility and it belong to the fuzzy set ≤ a i with the level of satisfaction defined by the value of the function µ ≤ ai (a i *) according to (13) . What will be the level of satisfaction of satisfying the capacity condition of the obtained solution?
If the i-th facility does not satisfy the capacity requirement, than a i * > a i (h) and µ ≤ ai (a i *)< h, which is illustrated in Figure 4 . From the values µ ≤ ai (a i *) calculated for all these facilities, we choose the lowest and it will determine the level of satisfaction of satisfying the capacity conditions. Let us label it h*. In the case, that the solution of problem reaches a level of unacceptability so high, that the capacity volume a i * > a i +p i , we do not accept the solution, because the facility with zero level of satisfaction was located. For the facilities, that satisfy the capacity condition a i * ≤ a i (h), it is µ ≤ ai (a i *) ≥ h. In this case the level of satisfaction h* = h.
Fig. 4 Membership function of fuzzy set ≤ a i
Thus, h* will be the level of satisfaction of solving the problem (y h , z h ) with the value of the objective function
, that belong to the fuzzy set of "sufficiently small" values with the level of satisfaction µ ≥ F (F h ) assuming that h* ≤ µ ≥ F (F h ). In other case, we do not accept the solution, because although we reached a high level of satisfying the capacity conditions, but the financial costs is also uncceptably high.
The described technique will be repeated by solving the crisp problem (1) - (5) with new capacities defined by the values of inverse membership function according to:
The suggested heuristic method using the level of infeasibility of solution of problem (1) - (5) in accordance with the chosen level h is a problem to find an optimal level of satisfaction H for the final solution of problem, which satisfies the capacity conditions with highest possible level, when the value of the objective function is "sufficiently small". Description of the suggested algorithm: -Input values: Set crisp values a i and a i +p i for i∈I, we choose a step ∆h>0.
-Algorithm using the level of unacceptability: 0. h = 0 and intermediate variable hh = 0.
1. Solve the problem (1) - (5) for capacities a i , i∈I, we get ( y, z ) a F max . Solve the problem (1) -(5) for capacities a i +p i , i∈I,
2. Put h = h + ∆h. If h ≥ 1, then finish, otherwise hh = h.
Calculate a i (h) = h.a i +(1-h).(a i +p i ) for i∈I.
4. Solve the problem (1) - (5) for capacities a i (h), i∈I,
)=F h and a set I selection . Calculate µ ≥ F (F h ) according to (14) and
) according to (11) for i∈I selection . ≤ a i (h) for all i∈I selection then h*= h and go to step 6, otherwise
If there exists i∈I
, then include h* into a set {h*}.
7. Put h = h* and go to step 3.
-Output values:
The optimal level of satisfaction H=max{h*}.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To test the approach, the associated algorithms were implemented using Delphi 7 programming environment. To perform the numerical experiments, Pentium 4/3 GHz computer with 1 GB of RAM was used. The approach to the capacitated facility location problem was tested with data originating at Slovak road network with 2907 dwelling places, where each of them represents one customer. 71 centres of the former districts form the set of the possible facility locations.
We tested the described algorithm on chosen problems with operating costs c ij , that were modelled by the formula c ij = ( e 0 d si + e 1 d ij + g i ).b j , for i = 1, ..., 71 and j = 1, ..., 2907, where : d si is the distance of the primary source s from the facility in the location i, d ij is a distance of the i-th facility from customer j, e 0 are unit costs to obtain the facility i with a primary source s, e 1 are unit costs to obtain a customer j with facility in the location i g i are several added overhead costs for operating the facility i, b j are the demands of j-th customer.
We choose three various values for the input values of fixed costs f i , further three various unit costs e 1 and one chosen primary source in the place s that will ensure each selected facilities.
For data generated in this way, 9 problems labelled f-e were created, where the numbers f = 3, 5 Individual solutions of each problem for selected capacities are described in the graphs and tables with solutions, we got when testing the described algorithm.
Considering the quality of the solutions is related to finding the optimal level of satisfaction of the solution H depending on satisfying the capacity conditions defined by the value of the membership function µ ≤ a of fuzzy interval ≤ a and the value µ ≥ F , that represents the level of satisfaction of "sufficiently small" value of the objective function. In Table 1 we present the solutions of problem 3-2 with given values of the functions µ ≤ a (second column) and µ ≥ F (third column). The rows in table represent gradual solving of problem (1) - (5) for the capacities depending on the chosen level h (first column) using the suggested algorithm. Blank rows are unacceptable solutions, where the volume of the demands of the customers assigned to some facility exceeded the limit of capacities a+p.
We excluded these solutions from We tried to illustrate the use of the suggested algorithm when solving chosen problems graphically as well. The output values from Table 2 are shown on Graph 1 using linear interpolation. Horizontal axis in the Fig. 5 represents the values h and the vertical one corresponding values of the membership functions µ ≤ a as rhombuses on one curve and µ ≥ F as rectangles on another curve depending on the capacities a i (h) for i∈I. Corresponding values of the graph are stated in Table 2 .
The curves from Table 3 gives information about the final solution of 9 chosen problems. The first column is the title of problem depending on input values of fixed costs (first number) and unit costs (second number). The third column shows, how the reached values of the objective function (1) belong to the fuzzy set of "sufficiently small" values of the objective function. Fourth column in table represents the level of satisfying the capacity conditions (4) of the final solution depending on the input quantities h written in the second column.
From Table 3 we can see, that output gives information about the fact, that each of the 9 problems reached an optimal level H for various input values of expense ratios using the implemented algorithm.
Calculation time of the whole problem is determined by the number of solutions of the crisp problem (1) - (5), where one problem solved by the Langragean relaxation of the capacity conditions with use of the sub-gradient method to choose Langragean multipliers properly takes on average 2.2 min.
CONCLUSIONS
The suggested technique for solving capacitated location problem with uncertain capacity limitations using the theory of fuzzy sets gives results shown in Table 3 for all 9 chosen problems. If there were an exact method for solving the crisp problem (1) - (5), several changes in graph of illustrated curves would not occur. The changes are caused by the fact, that the problem was solved by the heuristic method described in sub-chapter 2.2.
The quality of the obtained solution can be improved by a finer division of the fuzzy intervals (a i , a i +p i ), i ∈ I, i.e. by choosing for example a lower value ∆h. Another option is to remove or at least improve unacceptability of partial solutions of the crisp problem (1) - (5).
In this paper we developed and tested possible fuzzy approach to the capacitated facility location problem. Results of the performed experiments have arisen several new questions, which could be worth to follow in a possible future research. It can find applications in various fields of logistics with various conditions of uncertainty of considered input objects.
